Military avionics navigation systems are constantly demanding for exploding system performance and minimizing system size. They require higher accuracy, reliability, and robustness against jamming. This drives the system-integrators towards a generation based upon satellite navigation (GPS) and inertial navigation system (INS). This paper presents the solution of GPS navigation equations operating in a standalone configuration in a general environment. On the other hand, the solution of INS equations operating in a stand-alone configuration in the same environment. And finally, the solution of integrated GPS/INS navigation system, which will provide improvements in navigation performance are presented.
I. Introduction:
GPS is expected to operate in a stand-alone configuration in a general environment. Users determine their position by GPS receiver by measuring the range between their antenna and four satellites fig. (1). The measured range by the GPS receiver is referred to as "Pseudorange". Mathematically, Pseudorange may be expressed by the equation 111:
where Rp = Rd + CATb
Rp is the measured Pseudoranges. R" is the actual or true range. C is the speed of light. ATb is the receiver's clock bias or clock offset.
(1)
Since the GPS receiver calculates its position in an Earth Fixed Earth Centered (EFEC) Cartesian-coordinate system, the equation above can be written as follow: (2) where, xi, yi zj are position of the i-th satellite (i = 1,2,3,4), x, y, z are user position (unknown).
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The resulting four equations are called "Navigation Equations", and their solution requires measurements of the four pseudoranges to four different satellites. Navigation equations solution using direct method technique and Kalman filter principle are discussed and the differences between the errors obtained from each method are discussed and plotted. On the other hand, INS provides high accuracy in short trip navigation but it suffers from error accumulations with time. The estimate of INS error parameters allows in-flight alignment of INS and INS navigation with substationally smaller errors than that could be achieved with INS stand-alone navigator. INS is capable to provide accurate "aiding" data on short-term vehicle dynamics to GPS receiver. By utilizing those aiding signals to effectively reduce the dynamics of the signals to be tracked, the GPS receiver can maintain relatively low tracking bandwidths even in high dynamics environment. When noise-to-signal ratios become so high that tracking of GPS signals is impossible, the INS is capable of navigating independently. When GPS signal conditions improve sufficiently to allow tracking, the INS provides data on initial position, velocity, and acceleration for use in reacquiring the GPS codes and carrier quickly. The INS also provides data for use in adapting the tracking loop parameters to varying conditions of signal dynamics and signal-to-noise ratios, there by improving the ability of the tracking loops to acquire and maintain lock on the GPS signal. In this paper, we investigate the integration of GPS/INS system to improve the positioning accuracy of a high-speed aircraft.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents an overview of the estimated aircraft flight parameters; section III presents the solution of GPS navigation equations; section IV presents the solution of INS navigation equations. Solution using GPS/INS integrated navigation system is introduced in section V, with conclusions given in section VI.
IL Overview of the estimated Aircraft flight parameters:
The trajectory that the Aircraft should follow during the flight period is assumed to be piece-wise linear path starting from Cairo (30° lat; 31.3° long) and ending after 20 min. Aircraft dynamical model is assumed to be Position-Velocity-Acceleration (PVA) model. It is assumed that the equations of motion of the aircraft are given by: dk=dk.14 VkT.
(3.a) Vk=Vk.rt-AkT, (3.b) and Ao--aAk.14-wk. GPS system Pseudorange measurement noise is assumed to be white Gaussian noise of standard deviation 1100ml. Hence, the measurements model of GPS receiver can be in the form: In simulation algorithm, the Aircraft flies over Cairo at One O'clock AM and it is required to follow the trajectory described above. The receiver used is assumed to be multichannel receiver, operates on C/A code only. The required ephemeris data are obtained from a stored file containing all ephemeris data for the best four satellites (have min. GDOP), which are visible at this time over Cairo. Simulation program is executed 10-times and the average values of errors from each technique are plotted as shown in figs. (2) and (3). The INS outputs are attitude, velocity and position. Attitude is computed directly in case of gimbaled system, and calculated from the solution of the direction cosine matrix differential equations in strapdown system. The strapdown configuration has several advantages; elimination of gimbals leads to lower system costs, smaller mechanical and electrical form vector, and increased reliability, Position and velocity are calculated by solving the navigation equations that describes the motion of the vehicle with respect to a certain reference frame. The most famous reference frame is local-geographical (navigation) frame because it is simple and used for long distance navigation. The general INS navigation equations used for the geographical frame (assuming the case of north-east-down frame, spherical earth model and constant Earth's gravitational field) are given in the vector form by [7,81: 
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where L is the latitude of the vehicle. VN VIE , VD are north, east, and down velocity components; respectively. 
The mean radius of curvature used in the earlier equations is Ro= ( RE•IN) x Similarly, the transport rate now takes the following form: The solution of the above navigation equations gives the position and velocity of the user. The difference between the solution of the above navigation equation in gimbaled system and in strapdown system is that for gimbaled system, the measured specific force accelerations sensed by accelerometers are directly applied to the navigation equation, while in strapdown system, these measurements must be resolved into the navigation frame using the measured attitude before applying to the navigation equation (i.e. calculated from the solution of the direction cosine matrix differential equations). In simulation, the pendulous accelerometer is assumed to be used which has a random error term modeled as zero-mean white Gaussian noise of typical value of variance (a2 " =(1 m/sec2)2)18], scale factor error given by the typical value (S=0.05%), and fixed bias (B=0.01 g), while the other terms are not modeled as they are considered very small values.
Scenario: the used INS mechanization is strapdown local-geographical system, with the navigation axes mounted as: North, East, and Down (i.e. NED frame) assuming the ellipsoid model of the earth (WGS-84). The program starts by reading the acceleration information from the flight path file (which are in EFEC-frame) and transforming it to the NED-coordinate frame then adding the noises to these transformed accelerations. These noisy accelerations are considered the input to the navigation equations (14), (15) and (16). The RungeKutta4 numerical integration method is used to solve these navigation equations, taking the initial position in Cairo location, to get the velocity and position measured in navigation frame. The position and velocity errors in EFEC-frame are calculated and plotted. It is found from the plots that the errors are accumulated and increasing with time as shown in fig. (4) . This paper discussed a continuous calibration and alignment scheme for inertial navigation system using Cascaded Kalman filter. It is clear from the given plots and table (1) that, the errors of stand-alone INS is accurately calibrated using data output from GPS receiver. So, the integration of GPS/INS navigation system provides the following advantages leading to a high performance system: 1-Continuous calibration of INS (INS error reset) and in-flight alignment of INS using accurate GPS position fix are possible. 2-Continuous navigation output including attitudes even when the GPS signal is lost due to instantaneous and continuous output from INS. 3-Increasing jamming immunity even in high dynamics environment due to nonjammable system (ENS). 
